Announcement on the establishment of IIIE

Dear beloved Friends,

I am happy to announce the establishment of the International Institute of Inspiration Economy (IIIE) which is a Non-Profit Registered Institute in Slovenia, with the purpose to service the whole world.

Today we carried out our first official workshop for friends and supporter of the institute whom believe in the concept of Inspiration Economy and we are planning to carry many programs on both monthly and annual basis which shall be announced in our web site shortly.

The purpose of IIIE Society leaders, Change facilitators, with academics and/or professional practitioners and/or entrepreneurship spirit background whom believe on the power of inspiration to create a better social and economic impact.

It is an international Institute for all those eager to create a better quality of life and coexistence that shift towards the real currency that is the intrinsic powers within each human.. by creating paths, labs, research, projects that exploit these intrinsic powers with minimal extrinsic resources compared to the outcome expected.

The International Institute of Inspiration Economy was intentionally established in East Europe to be an international centre for the whole world.

Our message is simple through “inspiration and coexistence” we can improve our “socio-economies” and live a “quality life” with “high contribution”. And potential legacy.

We believe that many academics, scientists, business owners, public service leaders, practitioners and the youth carry the same passion and for that we want them to be with us in this journey since the start – from a place feel like home “Slovenia” to the world.

IIIE Main Proposed Activities

• Academic and Journals Activities
• Consultancy Activities
• Sponsors Activities
• Alliances Activities- Inspiration-based partners
• Youth Activities
• Best Practice Visits Activities
• Annual Conferences
• Workshops & Seminars Activities
• Road Show Activities
• Web Site Activities
• Membership Management Activities
• Inspiration Award Programs
• Star Recognition Program
• Global Inspiration Economy Index Report (GIEIR)

Our Web Site coming soon would be rich with information and links to social media: www.InspirationEconomy.org

For any enquiry or joining the institute as a member or an affiliate organization in IIIE, you can contact me directly and/or:

IIIE Director: majdanaji1@gmail.com

IIIE International Office Manager: natasa30.kovacic@gmail.com